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Abstract: Wireless sensor networks are supplied with limited energy resources and are usually
installed in unattended and unfriendly environments. These networks are also highly exposed to
security attacks aimed at draining the energy of the network to render it unresponsive. Adversaries
launch counterfeit report injection attacks and false vote injection attacks through compromised sensor
nodes. Several filtering solutions have been suggested for detecting and filtering false reports during
the multi-hop forwarding process. However, almost all such schemes presuppose a conventional
underlying protocol for data routing that do not consider the attack status or energy dissipation
on the route. Each design provides approximately the equivalent resilience in terms of protection
against compromised node. However, the energy consumption characteristics of each design differ.
We propose a fuzzy adaptive path selection to save energy and avoid the emergence of favored
paths. Fresh authentication keys are generated periodically, and these are shared with the filtering
nodes to restrict compromised intermediate filtering nodes from the verification process. The scheme
helps delay the emergence of hotspot problems near the base station and exhibits improved energy
conserving behavior in wireless sensor networks. The proposed scheme provides an extended
network lifetime and better false data filtering capacity.
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1. Introduction

Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) represent a sustainable solution for continuous observation of
arbitrary events in the physical sphere and consist of resource-constrained nodes installed in a range
of hostile environments [1–4]. Sensor networks are predicted to intermingle with the physical world
and also support various novel applications [5]. In most applications, sensor nodes are deployed in
exposed environments, and therefore are susceptible to physical attacks, potentially compromising
the node’s cryptographic keys [6]. Attackers can insert false sensing reports through compromised
nodes, which both cause false alarms at the base station (BS) and deplete the limited energy resources
of the individual nodes in the network [7]. False Report Injection Attack (FDIA) and False Vote
Injection Attack (FVIA) are two serious attacks among several others that can occur in WSNs [7,8].
Sensor observations are temporally and spatially correlated in WSNs [9]. Spatial and temporal
correlations in the observations of closely located sensor nodes are exploited to reduce the propagation
of redundant data and multiple nodes authenticate the data to be forwarded by a single designated
node or cluster head. Cluster-based organization helps reduce the communication overhead and
data redundancy through data fusion and data collection [10]. However, a multitude of nodes in
a cluster can add bogus Message Authentication Codes (MACs) to a genuine event data generated
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at the cluster. The cluster head forwards the same report, on a low-cost path, to the base station
(BS). The verification nodes on the path attempt to verify the forwarded report by authenticating
the MACs attached to it. The report is dropped as soon as the detected false MACs number hits a
pre-set threshold value. Attaching bogus MACs to legitimate reports results in denial of service (DoS).
Such reports are repeatedly generated and forwarded to the BS by the event reporting cluster head
until the BS acknowledges its receipt. The regeneration, retransmission, and repeated verification
of such reports causes drain of the limited energy resources in the sensor network. In FRIA, several
nodes within a cluster conspire to fabricate a report about a non-existent event in the surrounding
environment and attach MACs to it. The reception and forwarding and en-route verification of these
fabricated reports drains a significant amount of the limited energy resources at the intermediate
verification nodes [11]. For the sake of clarity, a cluster head that generates the report is referred to
as an event-cluster head or as an e-CH, whereas all the other cluster heads are simply referred to as
cluster heads or as CHs hereafter.

In the past, several filtering schemes have been proposed in an effort to counter the two attacks,
viz. FVIA and FRIA [7,12–17]. Either static [17] or dynamic [18] key management schemes are used
to generate keys in en-route filtering schemes. As a defense against FRIA, various solutions, such
as location based resilient security (LBRS) [19], the statistical en-route filtering scheme (SEF) [5], the
key inheritance-based filtering scheme (KIF) [20], the interleaved hop-by-hop authentication scheme
(IHA) [16], and the dynamic en-route filtering scheme (DEF) [12] have been proposed. These security
techniques prevent forwarding of reports of non-existent events in the cluster and filter false reports
during the forwarding process. However, these methods also inadvertently make it easier for
adversaries to launch FVIA, and all the reports with a single false vote/MAC attached to them
are dropped en-route if SEF, DEF, IHA, KIF, or LBRS are used. As a countermeasure against FVIA,
different security solutions such as the multi-path en-route filtering scheme (MEF) [21], probabilistic
voting-based filtering scheme (PVFS) [7], and false negative resilient SEF (FNRSEF) [22] have been
proposed. In PVFS, reports with false votes less than the threshold are forwarded to the BS, whereas
multiple copies of the reports are transmitted through multiple routes in the MEF and FNRSEF.

However, the previously mentioned schemes are not effective in terms of saving energy
when attacks do not occur [23], and due to the extra computational and communication overhead.
The associated energy and communication costs are seldom discussed by researchers who propose
secure WSN protocols.

Existing routing protocols can be categorized into three groups: the one-hop model, the multi-hop
planar model and the cluster-based hierarchical model [7]. The one-hop model is impractical for large
scale WSNs, and it does not accommodate filtering schemes. In the multi-hop planar model, due to
no division of sensors in the network, compromised nodes in arbitrary locations can conspire with
each other to launch a FRIA attack because there are no divisions between sensors in the network [5].
Cluster-based data routing has proven to be effective in minimizing energy consumption, managing
network topology and aggregating data in WSNs [24].

In WSNs, multi-hop cluster head communication is more energy efficient, and the CHs collaborate
with each other to forward their data to the BS [25]. Thus, data forwarding on a multi-hop path through
intermediate CHs is a more realistic solution [25]. Cluster head communication facilitates energy efficient
and safe routing of data in WSNs. A cluster based trust-aware routing protocol allows cluster member
nodes to forward reports through the trusted CHs towards the BS [26]. The trust-aware routing protocol
allows for re-election of a new CH to maintain safe routing in the network. Multi-hop cluster head-based
communication is scalable and provides energy efficiency in WSNs [27,28]. Therefore, cluster-based
model becomes a natural option due to its suitability as a filtering mechanism. Cluster head
communication saves energy in multi-hop communication based WSNs [7,26].

In [11], we proposed the Fuzzy Adaptive Selection of Intermediate verification Nodes (referred
to as FASIN hereafter), which adaptively selects verification nodes based on the attack situation, the
energy levels and the distance of the nodes. FASIN surpasses the PVFS in terms of energy saving and
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extended network life in the sensor network, and it provides equivalent security against FRIA and
FVIA at the same time.

We propose a fuzzy rule-based route selection coupled FASIN that uses dynamic authentication
key dissemination technique to achieve earlier detection of fabricated reports during the filtering
process and enhance the energy efficiency of the filtering-based WSNs.

The proposed method considers the following three important factors in the sensor network for
selecting the fittest routing path:

1. The number of verification nodes on the path within h hops from the e-CH where h = L (the
number of nodes in a cluster).

2. The hop-count distance ratio of the routing path being considered and the longest path between
the e-CH and the BS.

3. The remaining energy status of the intermediate nodes on the path.

By considering the above three input parameters, fuzzy inferencing carried out at the e-CH helps
choose the most appropriate routing path for the current situation. FASIN is used in conjunction with
the path selection to improve the performance of the less fit routes in an effort to increase their chance
of being selected and avoid the emergence of a favored path anomaly.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present an overview of the
PVFS and FASIN algorithms and provide a rationale for the proposed scheme. The proposed method
is presented and explained in Section 3. Simulation results are presented and discussed in Section 4,
followed by a study of related work in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 presents the conclusion.

2. Background and Rationale

Most filtering schemes have been able to counter one particular kind of attack while leaving space
for other attacks to occur in the network. FRIA and FIVA cause serious damage to the sensor network
and result in rapid depletion of energy resources and denial of service, respectively. They further cause
a decrease in the network lifetime and increased information loss when a certain number of sensor
nodes die due loss of energy. PVFS and FASIN are designed to counter both types of attacks. In the
following sections, we briefly discuss PVFS and FASIN techniques for countering FRIA and FVIA
attacks to provide a motivation for our suggested scheme.

2.1. PVFS

PVFS makes use of a probabilistic key assignment routine for report authentication. In PVFS, the
sensor network is organized into clusters, each comprised of L nodes. A set of finite keys is assigned to
every cluster, CHs are elected, and only their one-hop neighbors are the member nodes of the same
cluster. PVFS assumes that the creation of clusters, dissemination of keys, and path discovery are
performed immediately after the sensor deployment. During the phase of path discovery, every cluster
head acquires the IDs of all the intermediate upstream CHs on the paths between the cluster and the
base station (BS), their distance to the BS in hop counts, and its own distance to the BS. The source
CH probabilistically selects intermediate CHs as verification nodes on each of the c available paths,
where the value of c may be different for different clusters. Each member node in the event cluster
individually share their report generation keys with the selected verification nodes. During generation
key sharing, a session is established between the member node and the verification node using a
pairwise session key establishment protocol.

2.2. FASIN

FASIN [7] uses the voting method to verify real reports, as in PVFS. However, FASIN
fundamentally differs from PVFS in the selection of intermediate verification nodes. Initially, in
the path discovery process, each cluster head acquires the IDs of the upstream CHs, their distances
to the e-CH and its own distance to the BS, as well as information about the energy status of the
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CHs [7,11,29]. Initially the e-CH randomly chooses intermediate verification CHs on all c different
routing paths available to the e-CH. Each routing path contains L verification nodes, which is equal to
the cluster size. After the selection of a verification node, the e-CH notifies each node in its cluster to
securely exchange their generation keys with the corresponding verification nodes using the session
key generated through pairwise key establishment protocols. FASIN makes use of the fuzzy inferencing
engine implemented at the e-CH for the selection of the verification nodes during the operation of
the network. The remaining energy level and the distance of the verification nodes, and the current
attack situation in the network are considered during the verification nodes selection. FASIN improves
the proximity of the verification nodes in response to an increase in attack rate, increases the network
energy efficacy and improves the network operational life time.

FASIN helps choose verification nodes dynamically and can be used to improve the performance
and fitness of the otherwise less fit paths because they are either long or the verification nodes on those
paths are relatively farther apart than those on the fittest path.

Therefore, we propose using FASIN with a fuzzy adaptive path selection method for data
forwarding to improve the selection chances of the paths that are otherwise least likely to be selected
for data forwarding unless a node or route failure occurs.

2.3. Rationale

Like in most en-route filtering scheme, PVFS and FASIN use minimum cost forwarding, i.e., the
shortest path for forwarding the event reports. However during the path discovery phase, the e-CH
discovers c (the value of c may be different for different clusters) different paths to the sink to overcome
a node failure. The shortest path is always used for data forwarding until a node failure occurs on the
path. Due to this uneven distribution of workload in the intermediate nodes, the energy dissipation
behavior is uneven across the network. Therefore, nodes with extra workloads (i.e., receiving, verifying
and forwarding the data) die out sooner due to rapid energy loss. Therefore, the energy of the CHs on
the shorter paths deplete rapidly compared to that of the nodes/CHs on other paths [30] even though
the number of verification nodes on every path is same (and therefore so is the filtering strength).
However, some paths have more verifications nodes closer to the e-CH than other paths. The path
that has the lowest average distance of the intermediate verification nodes from the e-CH has more
verification nodes closer to the e-CH. It will be more convenient to filter false reports earlier if the
attack rate is higher.

Equation (1) calculates the average number of verification keys stored on a filtering CHi.

Nver−keys = c·(dmax − di), (1)

dmax is the distance between the farthest CH and the BS and di is the distance between the CHi and
the BS [7]. CHs that are closer to the BS hold more keys than the CHs that are farther away, and thus
they are expected to perform more verifications for several different clusters that generate reports.
Moreover, if filtering nodes are nearer to the BS, false reports may travel farther before they are filtered.
Since nodes around the BS perform data-relay activities more often on behalf of several clusters, their
energy drains more rapidly than other nodes in the network. Therefore, a hotspot problem occurs
around the BS. Selection of verification nodes away from the BS and closer to the report generating
CHs helps to filter false reports earlier and avoid the hotspot problem from happening around the BS.

Moreover, authentication keys are created and shared only once during the initialization phase
of network deployment. In FASIN, the same shared keys are exchanged between the newly chosen
and previously active verification nodes. In PVFS, the filtering nodes are chosen probabilistically
and remain fixed during the entire lifetime of the network. However, one serious problem with the
static sharing of authentication keys and verification node selection is that the filtering nodes may get
compromised, and the adversary can obtain all the verification keys on the compromised intermediate
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node. Therefore, it is highly desirable that both the verification nodes be chosen dynamically, and the
authentication keys be created and shared afresh with the intermediate verification nodes.

In most routing protocols, only the energy is considered during the selection of routing paths.
However, in the presence of a security attack, the selection of such paths may result in a rapid depletion
of energy resources of nodes than the paths that have not been chosen so far [31].

PVFS is static and does not adapt to the frequency of the attacks, data generation rate, and the
energy on the nodes participating in the data forwarding and verification. Furthermore, PVFS does
not use back check keys and drop report acknowledgment [11].

In FASIN, the filtering nodes are initially chosen randomly. However, as time passes, the nearness
of the verification nodes to the location of the e-CH is gradually improved adaptively in response to the
current attack situation and the average node energy on the path. The dynamic selection of verification
nodes in FASIN only takes place on the same path used for data forwarding, i.e., the chosen shortest
path. Thus, the energy of nodes on the same path may still be depleted compared to the energy of the
nodes on the unchosen paths.

Therefore, both early filtering of the fabricated reports and balancing the workload on the chosen
filtering nodes and along the routing path are of utmost importance in improving the energy efficiency
and increasing the lifetime of WSNs.

In a WSN, the radio unit on the sensor consumes the most energy. In single hop communication
based WSNs, CHs located far from the BS have a larger energy burden due to the long-haul
communication link. Therefore, multi-hop cluster head communication is more energy efficient,
and the CHs collaborate with each other to forward their data to the BS [25]. Thus, data forwarding on
a multi-hop path through intermediate CHs is more realistic in this case [25]. The cluster head selection
can be periodically rotated with in a cluster to balance the energy consumption. MR-LEACH [32] is a
multi-hop routing strategy for energy conservation in WSNs in which an intermediate CH serves as a
relaying node. In MR-LEACH, the intermediate nodes are only the CHs forming a tree rooted at the
BS, and member nodes serve as leaves. The context aware architecture for probabilistic voting-filtering
scheme in [29] also presupposes a multi-hop cluster head-based data forwarding technique due to its
inherent energy conserving feature. LEACH provides extended network lifetimes [33]. Similarly, in
our proposed scheme, the role of the CH can be rotated with in the cluster to achieve energy balancing
as proposed in [25,26,32,34]. However, a discussion of such CH rotation techniques is beyond the
scope of this paper.

3. Dynamic Key Sharing and Fuzzy Adaptive Route Selection

In this section, we discuss the problem definition, goals, assumptions, the model for the threats
considered, and present a thorough explanation of the proposed scheme.

3.1. Problem Definition

3.1.1. Hot Spot Problem

In multi-hop communication, nodes near the BS are burdened with relaying a large amount of
data to the BS, which creates a hotspot problem. Rapid depletion of energy at nodes around the BS
eventually disconnects the rest of the network from the BS.

3.1.2. False Data Injection and False MAC Injection

Injection of false votes by the adversaries is intended to deplete the energy of the intermediate relay
nodes. Similarly, legitimate data endorsed by compromised nodes are corrupted by attaching bogus
MACs and are dropped en-route during en-route verification. This prevents true event information
from reaching the BS.
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3.1.3. Network Portioning Due to Constant Use of Minimum Cost Forwarding Paths

The potential issue associated with the multi-hop based minimum cost and multipath data
forwarding schemes is that the minimum cost path is constantly used until it fails. This scheme does
not provide the best network lifetime. Constant use of a minimum cost path results in depletion of
energy at nodes on the same path and causes a network partition.

3.2. Goals

We propose a distributed fuzzy heuristic based method that minimizes the effect of the previously
mentioned problems in WSNs. Sensor nodes in the network can carry out fuzzy computations, and a
fuzzy logic based system can be hard-coded on a node to reduce the code size.

3.2.1. Load Balancing

Fuzzy adaptive selection of data forwarding path potentially balances the load between data
forwarding paths. Load balancing spreads energy utilization across nodes in the network, potentially
resulting in longer network lifetime [35].

3.2.2. Fuzzy-Based Selection of Data Forwarding Path

Our proposed method chooses the suitable path among the several available paths in response
to input factors such as the number of verification nodes within h hops on every path, the residual
energy status of the routing paths, and the distance between the e-CH and the BS via each path.

Our proposed scheme uses FASIN as a submodule only for the adaptive selection of the
intermediate verification nodes on the selected path.

3.2.3. Dynamic Authentication Key Sharing with the Verification Nodes

Whenever FASIN selects intermediate verification nodes, the member nodes in the event cluster
generate authentication keys and share them with the chosen verification nodes afresh. This minimizes
the chances of stale keys being captured by the adversary to create False MACs or forge false reports
and restricts the previous verification nodes from duplicating the authentication keys.

3.2.4. Identification of Unhealthy Nodes Near the BS

Our proposed scheme determines the qualification of the potential filtering path and identifies
those unhealthy nodes on the path whose energy is below a threshold value given the distance between
the e-CH and the BS.

3.3. System Model and Assumptions

We study a large-scale wireless sensor network whose nodes are densely deployed and organized
in a cluster-based topology. After the nodes are deployed, they do not change their initial locations
and remain stationary during the operation of the network. The reason for choosing a cluster-based
hierarchical model is that it is most appropriate for multi-hop communication and assists the common
en-route filtering paradigm [7]. When the density of sensor nodes is high enough, cluster merge
methods can be used to include no less than L nodes in the cluster [7,29]. There are several techniques
available to make clusters, merge clusters, choose CHs and produce cluster IDs [26]. We assume
that the sensing range of sensor nodes is larger than their transmission range, and every CH uses a
longer transmission range than that of the member nodes in the cluster [7,8]. All nodes are assigned
node IDs prior to network deployment. A simple cluster formation scheme is assumed; that is all
nodes within one hop distance join to form a cluster, and the nodes that have the smallest IDs in the
clusters are elected to be CHs [7]. For the sack of simplicity, it is assumed that sensor nodes cannot be
compromised for a very small interval of time during which the formation of clusters, key distribution,
and discovery of paths are performed [7,11]. We further assume that the network is exposed to only
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FRIA and FVIA [7,11]. Since the nodes are spatially correlated, clusters located adjacent to each other
contend with each other whenever an event happens, and the wining cluster prepares the report.
Each member node checks the report for consistency with its observations and appends a MAC to it.
After having received all the votes, e-CH randomly picks a preset number of votes, including its own
vote, and affixes them to the report and transmits the report to the BS. Compromised intermediate
verification nodes can treat false votes on a report as true votes, and they can similarly invalidate
true votes. Compromised nodes can be exploited to launch several other types of attacks; however,
a discussion of all other possible attacks, their impact, and countermeasures is beyond the scope of
this paper.

3.4. Threat Model

Adversaries can compromise sensor nodes and exploit them to inject false reports and false votes
in the network. Adversaries can also injection false reports through an outside entity. The frequency
of the attacks increases gradually with an increasing number of nodes being compromised by the
adversaries. Adversaries can insert a large number of fabricated reports and attach false votes to the
legitimate reports to intensify the effect of the attacks. Compromised nodes belonging to the same
cluster can communicate with each other to generate fabricated reports, whereas compromised nodes
belonging to separate clusters cannot conspire with one another.

3.5. Dynamic Authentication Key Sharing

In PVFS, LBRS, SEF, FASIN, KIF, DEF, FASIN and IHA, the verification keys are disseminated to the
intermediate verification nodes only once during the initialization phase and are assumed to never expire.
The disadvantage of such a key sharing scheme is that it is static, and an adversary can compromise the
intermediate verification nodes and gather the authentication keys stored on those nodes. To counter this
problem and make the proposed scheme safer and capable of adaptively responding to the increasing
attack, we propose that the nodes in the event reporting cluster dynamically update and share their
authentication keys with the recently chosen intermediate verification nodes.

We assume that every member node is preloaded with a key from the global key pool which
serves as a seed-key for the one-way hash chain of generation keys. Let’s say that a node ni gets keyni

m
during the key assignment stage. This key is used as a seed key to create a one-way hash chain of
size, m: keyni

m−1, keyni
m−2, . . . , keyni

1 , keyni
0 , where keyni

j = f m−j(keyni
m ), using a pseudo random one-way

function f . The keys will be used in reverse order of their creation. That is keyni
0 will be the first

authentication key to share with the intermediate verification node. Either all the keys can be created at
once and stored at the node, or only seed key keyni

m can be stored and the other keys can be computed
on demand. In practice, the hybrid method helps decrease the storage overhead due to the small
re-computation effort [36]. The storage efficient mechanism in [36] only requires log(m) storage and
log(m) computation to access a key in a one-way hash chain of size m.

Node ni’s seed key is keyni
m .

The one-way hash chain created by node ni is keyni
m−1, keyni

m−2, . . . , keyni
1 , keyni

0 .
A one-way hash chain is created recursively: keyni

m−1 = f (keyni
m ).

Therefore, node ni creates any keyni
j in a one-way hash chain using f :keyni

j = f m−j(keyni
m ).

By definition: f j(k) = f j−1( f (k)).
The size of the one-way hash chain is m.
Node ni shares its keys with the verification nodes in this order: keyni

0 , keyni
1 , keyni

1 , . . . ,
keyni

m−1, keyni
m .

We assume that the length of each key chain is such that they last for the entire duration of the
communication [37]. The size of the one-way hash chain can be calculated by estimating the network
mission lifetime and the battery life of the sensor nodes under normal operation of the network [38].
Given the battery life of each sensor node bi, i = 1, . . . , n, and a network mission lifetime of B for
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normal operation of the network, we can calculate the size of the one-way hash chain mi for sensor
node ni, or a single size m for all the hash chains.

mi =
bi
l

; i = 1, . . . , n.

m =
B
l

.

Here, B = 1
n ∑n

i=1 bi and l is the cycle length, which depends on the frequency of fuzzy inferencing
operations for the selection of intermediate verification nodes.

Implementation of a one-way hash chain provides backward secrecy. That is, even if a
keyni

j is shared by a node ni with one of the intermediate verification nodes during session/cycle
j, and is revealed to an adversary, it does not compromise future secret authentication keys.
As keyni

m−1 = f (keyni
m ), it is computationally impossible for the adversary to calculate the previous

forward key. The period of key dissemination is determined when the e-CH performs the verification
node selection. Every verification node CHi shares their separate symmetric key, kCHi−BS , with the
BS station to produce their verification signatures. A session key can be created using pairwise key
establishment protocols, as in [39], to securely transmit the encrypted generation key, i.e., Eni

(
keyni

j

)
,

to the chosen verification node. Alternatively, the e-CH may instruct all member nodes to calculate
their new generation keys and share with the verification nodes chosen for the current round until
e-CH performs another verification node selection procedure when the current round expires.

Two association nodes, i.e., a member node in the source cluster and an intermediate CH, need to
share an authentication key over multiple hops based on one of the id-based schemes [39–43]. All these
schemes have comparable computational overhead and communication cost [16].

The average number of verification keys stored by an intermediate CH is less than or equal to
c·(dmax − di). where, dmax is the distance between the BS and the farthest CH. there are 4·2h number
of CHs that are h hops away from the BS for a uniform distribution of CHs. Initially, a CH that is
h + j hops away from the BS selects an intermediate CHi that is h hops away with a probability: di

di+j .
The average number of CHs that are h + j hops away from the BS select one CH that is h hops away from
the BS as a verification node on the path is: 8·(di+j)

8·di
. Every CH selects c different paths and the average

number of verification keys a CH that is h hops away from the BS stores for the CH that is h + j hops
away from the BS is 1. The total number of verification keys is less than or equal to ∑dmax−di

j=1 c. Secure
cryptographic one-way hash functions can be used with techniques such as salting, key stretching,
chaining, etc., to make it difficult for an attacker to compute or find the one-way hash chain key in any
rainbow table [44]. However, a discussion of these techniques is beyond the scope of this paper.

The compromise of one-way hash function bears a resemblance to the compromise of a node in the
sensor network that uses the same function to generate future authentication keys. If an attacker gets
hold of the one-way hash function by compromising a node, the hacker can generate another key using
the same function. Our proposed scheme uses the cluster-based organization which limits the degree
to which compromised nodes could misuse their keys, as it becomes useless for nodes belonging to
different clusters to conspire. Every report must be validated by s distinct votes using keys generated
by the nodes belonging to a single cluster. The adversary must gather s distinct keys generated by s
different one-way hash functions in a single cluster to successfully create a false report that eludes
intermediate verification nodes. It also makes the identification and exclusion of compromised nodes
easier. After a false vote is detected, the node which generated the same vote and the cluster it belongs
to can be found and then isolated from the network.

3.6. Fuzzy Adaptive Selection of Data Forwarding Routes

PVFS has functional power and the flexibility to deal with both FRIA and FVIA attacks, making
it a good choice for our proposed scheme to further improve energy efficiency, load balancing, and
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increased network life. There are always c different paths available to the e-CH; however, it uses only
the shortest path for forwarding the reports [7,11]. For each data generating cluster, every path will
have exactly the same number of verification nodes (L). Therefore, the abilities of each route to detect
false reports are equal in terms of the number of verification keys. However, due to the probabilistic
selection of the verification nodes, their distances relative to the e-CH are different. That is some nodes
are closer to the e-CH, while others are farther away. It is very likely that a false report may travel
farther on the shortest path than on a longer path since we know that:

i f p(ni, dlo) =
di
dlo

, p(ni, dk) =
di
dk

, p(ni, dsh) =
di
dsh

,

then p(ni, dlo)< p(ni, dk)< p(ni, dsh) f or dlo >dk >dsh,
(2)

Here, di represents the distance between the BS and the ith CH on any data routing path, and
dlo, dk, and dsh represent the distance between e-CH and the BS via the longest, k-hop long, and shortest
path, respectively. Equation (2) show the probability that a node that is i hops away from the BS and
located on a specific path will be chosen as a verification node. It shows that, though the distance from
the BS may be same on different paths, however the probability of a node being chosen as a verification
node is different from that of other nodes. Therefore, nodes farther from the BS on longer paths are
more likely to become verification nodes than nodes on shorter paths. Choosing verification nodes
near the BS implies that they hold more authentication keys, and false data are highly likely to travel
near the BS before they are filtered by the verification nodes. False data traveling near the BS result in
a higher energy cost on nodes around the BS. Therefore, the energy-hole problem will occur sooner
than in other configurations.

Figure 1 shows how a cluster head chooses between the different available upward paths.
The number of verification keys within, say h = 8 hops, is greater on the upper path than on the
lower path. Moreover, we can say that the energy status of the intermediate nodes on the upper
path is better than that of the verification nodes on the lower path. Therefore, it is ideal for the e-CH
to choose the upper path, although its hop length is greater than the lower path. The rationale for
considering verification nodes only within L hops (where h = L) is that all the paths have exactly the
same number of verification nodes. Therefore, the filtering power of each path is essentially the same.
A few verification nodes might not be closer to the e-CH, but may be closer to the BS station. It makes
sense to only consider the number of verification nodes within L hops rather than considering all the
nodes since we use the threshold values (such as s ≤ L) to establish the number of MACs necessary
to endorse a report, and check if the number of recorded true votes Tt or false votes Tf have reached
threshold values.

The topology creates the routes using Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm [45,46] for the cluster
based model [7,12,47–49]. The selection of a minimum cost multi-constrained path is NP-complete [23].
The CH also identifies the 2nd, 3rd, . . . , cth shortest paths during the route discovery phase to make
use of these in case a node fails on the shortest path [1,18]. Each CH can discover c different paths,
where c is a variable and its value may be different for every cluster.

Routing paths are created by flooding a control message broadcasted by the BS. Most routing
protocols use this technique for establishing paths [50,51]. This control message contains the sender ID,
hop-count from the BS and the energy information. When the control message is received by a node, it
stores the information in the control message. The node forwards the control message after updating
it by inserting its own information into the control message. This technique is particularly useful
because the control message is propagated with an increasing size farther from the BS, preventing
nodes around the BS from relaying heavier control messages. The cluster represented by e-CH may
receive more than one instance of the control message traversing different paths from the BS to the
cluster represented by e-CH. After receiving the control message, the e-CH computes the fitness of the
inward paths through fuzzy inferencing.
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Authors in [35] propose techniques to proactively setup and maintain alternate paths in addition
to the shortest path at the expense of some energy which minimize the likelihood of invoking data
flooding to discover alternate paths. Low-rate data is sent along multipaths for maintaining multipaths
without the need for network-wide data flooding. The k-disjoint (here k has same value as c) multipath
scheme favors the cluster based en-route filtering framework as it ensure to avoid duplication of
verification keys on the intermediate node and comparatively incurs lower maintenance overhead at
low densities. In our scheme, since only CHs participate in data forwarding, therefore the density of the
multihop inter-cluster communicating nodes is significantly lower than the actual sensor node-density
in the network. Braided paths incur lesser maintenance overhead than disjoint paths. However,
the use of braided paths does not favor en-route filtering scheme with distinct verification keys
on the intermediate nodes on a single path. In the braid, an alternate path routes around a single
shortest path node. Alternate paths are not independent, and a combination of failures on the shortest
path breaks all substitute paths. They are also more prone to pattern failure [35]. Moreover, the
repetition of verification keys on different verification nodes increases, and those nodes that possess
distinct verification keys are likely to be left out in braided multipaths resulting in a weak en-route
filtering capability.

We consider that the number of votes to attach to a report is s = 5, and the false votes needed
to drop a report is Tf = 3. We assume the number of votes required to mark a report safe is Tt = 4.
The value of Tt can be set to a lower value to save energy. However, a smaller value of Tt implies
that an attacker can compromise fewer nodes in a cluster and attach their MACs to the false report.
The false report may travel all the way to the BS if Tf is much smaller and the number of votes attached
by the compromised nodes is ≥ Tt. As soon as the value of Tt reaches the threshold, there is no need
to further verify the same report even if the remaining votes are false, because they are not sufficient to
drop a report. The value of s is chosen such that a minimum of half the cluster member nodes should
endorse the report. Choosing a value of s > 5 is useless because either of the threshold values Tf or Tt

would have been reached before the next verification node verifies the report. If the value of s is chosen
to be smaller, the adversaries can easily create counterfeit reports in a few compromised nodes and
attach false votes to them. Tf = 1 implies that only the FRIA attack is being considered and addressed.
If we choose Tf = 2, then the attacker can compromise few nodes in the cluster and attach false votes
to real reports that are dropped en-route. With a larger cluster size, the condition for picking at least
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half the nodes to cast votes may be relaxed, because choosing more nodes to vote implies that more
verification nodes are involved in the verification process.

3.6.1. En-Route Filtering

When an intermediate CH receive a report, it will inspect whether all the MACs belong to the
same cluster by comparing Cid (cluster ID) with f loor

(
i
L

)
for each (i, MACi) pair in the report.

The intermediate node will verify the report if it holds the corresponding key at index i in its memory.
Verification CHs that possess a verification key corresponding to a report use two binary

verification sequences to record the verification result, i.e., votev and votet . votev records the number
of verified votes and votet records the number of verified true votes. When the value of votet reaches
the threshold, the flag Acceptr is set to 1. The report with the flag bit Acceptr set to 1 is not verified
again on the path. This saves the remaining verification nodes from investing energy in computing
MACs for the verification.

In the worst case, a false report travels all the way to the BS whereas in the best case, the false
report is immediately dropped at a node Tf hops away from the e-CH. For a true report, the best case
is when it arrives at the BS station with the minimum verifications performed on it. In the worst case,
a true report gets dropped just before the BS receives it, with the maximum verification operations
performed on it. Equations (3) and (4) give the total amount of energy invested in forwarding the false
and the true reports, respectively:

E f alse_report =

{
(n + 1)(Etransmit + Ereceive) + s·Everi f y worst case

Tf

(
Etransmit + Ereceive + Everi f y

)
best case

, (3)

Etrue_report =

{
n· (Etransmit + Ereceive) + s· Everi f y worst case

(n + 1)
(

Etransmit + Ereceive) + Tt·Everi f y

)
best case

, (4)

where, n = number of intermediate nodes on the path, Etransmit, Ereceive, Everi f y are energies invested in
transmitting, receiving and verifying a report, respectively, Tt and Tf are true and false vote threshold
values respectively, and s is the number of votes attached to a report.

3.6.2. Input and Output Variables

Our method makes use of fuzzy inferencing carried out at the e-CH and estimates the qualification
of the data forwarding paths. Whenever the e-CH chooses to select one among the available paths, it
considers the following factors as input variables into the fuzzy module:

1. NKIH = The number of verification keys within h hops from the event cluster where h = L;
2. DIST = The hop-count distance ratio between the routing path being considered and the longest

path between the e-CH and the BS;
3. REL = The average of the residual energy levels of the nodes on the data forwarding path [31].

DIST is calculated as:
DIST =

dn

dL
× 100 (%), (5)

where, dn = the length of the path being considered for selection, dL = the longest path length between
the e-CH and the BS.

NKIH is calculated using:
NKIL = n/L, (6)

where, n = the number of keys within h hops on the path being considered, L = the cluster size (which
is equal to the number of total authentication keys for the same event-reporting cluster).

The authentication keys are shared by the cluster member nodes with the intermediate CHs after
they are selected by e-CH. Therefore, the e-CH knows their IDs and distances as it does in [7,11,29].
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If the distance between the e-CH and BS is greater than or equal to L the e-CH initially
probabilistically chooses the number of verification nodes, which is equal to the size of cluster i.e., L
verification nodes [7,11,29], for a given path between the BS and the e-CH. For a distance less than
L hops, the e-CH may select an intermediate node to possess more than one authentication key for
its cluster. The BS maintains the global key pool and performs the final verification of the reports.
Therefore, for a cluster within L hops of the BS, all the verification/authentication keys happen to be
within L hops, including those keys on the BS. For a cluster with a distance greater than L hops from
the BS, the e-CH chooses L verification nodes on the path probabilistically as it does in [7,11,29].

REL is calculated as in Equation (7):

REL = ∑n
i=1

Eresidual i
n

× 100 (%), (7)

where, Eresidual i = remaining energy of the intermediate CHi on the data forwarding path, L = total
number of the verification CHs on the path.

The path lengths are known to the CH from the route discovery phase [7,11].
To calculate the energy consumptions of the nodes, the free space model is adopted as presented

in [52]:
Eresidual = Einitial − Ec(t), (8)

Ec(t) = Et + Er, (9)

Et = L × Eelec + L× ε f ree−space × d2, (10)

Er = L× Eelec, (11)

Eresidual is the residual energy of the node at time t, Einitial denotes the initial energy, Et is the total
transmission energy, and Er represents the energy consumed for data reception. Eelec represents
the energy required to run the radio electronics of the node. ε f ree_space is the energy consumption
parameter in free-space, L is the data size, and d is the distance between the transmitter and receiver.

The BS acknowledges the receipt of the report and informs the e-CH of the receipt of the report.
The e-CH knows the number of the reports generated within the cluster and therefore can deduce the
attack ratio as given by [11]:

Attack ratio =
Reportsgenerated − Reportsacknowledged

Reportsgenerated
× 100(%) (12)

The output of the fuzzy inference systems is the inferred fitness of the filtering path that is being
considered for the selection.

Rule-based fuzzy schemes are a handy instrument for imprecise reasoning when there is some
ambiguity in the reasoning process and fuzziness in the information [53,54]. The inference engine uses
fuzzy membership functions and fuzzy rules to make a decision. Each node can execute these fuzzy
computations, and so the fuzzy inferencing modules can be hardcoded onto small nodes, which can
reduce the size of the code [31].

The output variable, i.e., fitness, is defuzzified by using the centroid method or CoA (Center of
Area) to produce a crisp value. The weighted average of the fuzzy set A is calculated by the formula
given in the following equation.

CoA = ∑n
i=1 µA(xi)× xi/ ∑n

i=1 µA(xi), (13)

3.6.3. Fuzzy Membership Function

The input and output fuzzy membership functions of the fuzzy inference system are depicted
in Figure 2. These membership functions have been carefully chosen based on the simulation
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results. The fuzzy set membership functions of every input variable are adjusted to obtain desirable
output values.Symmetry 2017, 9, 220  13 of 25 
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Each of the 3 input variables have 3 labels; therefore, the rule base of the fuzzy inference system
contains 27 (3 × 3 × 3) rules. Table 1 shows some of the rules.

Table 1. Fuzzy if-then rules.

Rule No.
IF THEN

NKIH DIST REVN Fitness

01 Less Near Low Poor
03 Less Near High Moderate
13 Moderate Fair Low Poor
14 Moderate Fair Medium Better
15 Moderate Fair High Best
20 More Near Medium Best
21 More Near High Best
23 More Fair Medium Better
24 More Fair High Best

3.6.4. Fitness Evaluation and Path Selection

An evaluation function computes the qualification of each path. The path with the highest
qualification value is chosen as a data forwarding path. The evaluation function Q(Pi) of a given path
Pi is given by the following equation:
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Q(Pi) = F(Pi)−
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3.6.4. Fitness Evaluation and Path Selection 

An evaluation function computes the qualification of each path. The path with the highest 
qualification value is chosen as a data forwarding path. The evaluation function 	Q(P )	 of a given 
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F(Pi) denotes “fitness”, the output of fuzzy inferencing carried out by the e-CH to calculate the
fitness of path Pi whose fuzzy membership functions are depicted in Figure 2d. This fitness value
is calculated by considering three input parameters for the path Pi: (i) the remaining energy of the
CHs on the path Pi, (ii) the number of verification keys within L hops of e-CH on path Pi, and (iii) the
distance between the e-CH and the BS via path Pi.

The value of ω ranges between 0 and 1 with both being inclusive. If ω = 1, then e-CH chooses
a path which may have a lower fitness value than the highest fitness value but has fewer unhealthy
nodes. Ifω = 0, then the e-CH selects a path that has the highest fitness value produced by the fuzzy
inferencing regardless of the number of unhealthy nodes on the path.

Algorithm 1 presents the routine for route selection. If an intermediate node’s energy level drops
below a certain value given the distance between the e-CH and the BS, the e-CH marks it and considers
the number of such nodes while computing the qualification of the path for routing as in Equation (14).
This helps to prevent the hotspot problem from occurring early, and such nodes may be used by report
generating clusters that are relatively closer to the BS than the cluster currently represented by e-CH.
If there are multiple routes with the same highest qualification value Q(P) , then the path with the
lowest N(P) value among them is chosen for routing.

Algorithm 1. PathSelect(c paths).

1. PA = {Pi|Pi is a path between the e-CH and the BS and i = 1, . . . , c};
2. Pc: current routing path
3. F(Pi): Pi’s fitness value calculated through fuzzy inferencing
4. do,i: distance between the e-CH and the BS on path Pi

5. RELj,i: residual energy of node nj on path Pi

6. N(Pi): number of nodes on path Pi with RELj,i/do,i ≤ Threshold

7. Q(Pi): Pi’s qualification value
8. ∆t: time interval
9. Initialize;
10. ω = 0.5;
11. Find c paths, choose L verification nodes on each path
12. Pc: = shortest path;
13. While (true)
14. use Pc for time duration ∆t;
15. For each Pi ∈ P do
16. Calculate F(Pi);
17. Calculate Q(Pi) = F(Pi) − ω·N(Pi)
18. end for
19. Choose Pc:= Pi with Q(Pi) = max(Q(P1), . . . , Q(Pc));
20. if Q(Pi) = Q(Pk) = max(Q(P1), . . . , Q(Pc)) for i 6= k Then
21. Choose Pc with highest Q(P) and least N(P) values;
22. end if
23. Call selectVN(Pc);
24. end while

Algorithm 1 makes a call to selectVN(Pi) for the selection of intermediate verification nodes on the
selected path Pi [11].

In Algorithm 2, the fuzzy inferencing for FASIN produces two outputs [11]:
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1. Substitution: the number of current filtering nodes to be substituted with the newly chosen
filtering nodes.

2. Exclusion: determination of whether or not to exclude the upstream CHs from being considered
as potential filtering nodes in the future whenever their remaining energy is less than a threshold
value
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1. N: set of intermediate nodes likely to be chosen as verification nodes
2. RELi: remaining energy of node CHi
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4. S ⊆ N: set of verification nodes to be substituted
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Apparently, for a particular source cluster, a report that is delivered to the BS via a longer path
consumes more energy than if it were delivered on the shortest path. However, the overall energy
efficiency of our proposed scheme is due to the fact that, in the absence of adaptive path selection scheme,
the shortest path always has heavy traffic. Therefore, nodes on the shortest path are depleted sooner and
the shortest path may become unavailable to any source cluster in the future. Load balancing spreads
energy utilization across nodes in the network, potentially resulting in longer network lifetime [35].

Since the proximity of the verification nodes improves with the passage of time, it is expected that
all the verification nodes on a path Pi will eventually be accommodated within h = L hops. Therefore,
the early detection and filtering probability of false reports will improve resulting in energy savings.
The probability of a CHi detecting a false vote is given by:

pCHi =


s−1

L ·
do−di

L , do > di ≥ (do − L) when all the verification nodes are within L hops
(s−1)

L ·
di
do

, when all the verification nodes are probabilistically chosen
s−1

L ·
1
do

, when all the verification nodes are randomly chosen

Here, do is the number of hops between the e-CH and the BS and di is the number of hops
between the CHi and the BS.

Since the verification nodes are initially chosen probabilistically in our proposed scheme, and
their proximity to the e-CH improves with time, the probability of CHi detecting a false vote is given
by s−1

L ·
d0−di

L ≥ pCHi ≥
(s−1)

L ·
di
do

.
Our proposed scheme uses the Mamdani model for fuzzy inferencing [55]. The time and space

complexities of the proposed fuzzy inferencing technique are given by O
(

nrules × ninput_dim

)
where
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nrules is the number of fuzzy if-then rules and ninput_dim is the number of input dimensions (fuzzy
membership functions) [56].

4. Simulation Results

Simulation experiments have been performed to confirm the efficiency of the proposed method in
a custom simulator developed in Microsoft Visual C++ 2012. Table 2 lists the network configurations
and parameters. The network is static and contains 4000 nodes in a two dimensional environment
delimited in a 1000 × 1000 m2 area. The number of keys per cluster is L = 10, which is equal to
the number of nodes in a cluster. We assume Tf = 3, Tt = 4 and s = 5. The number of nodes
being compromised increases with time, and consequently the attack intensity also increases. We also
assume that intermediate CHs can be compromised and the authentication keys stored on them can be
exploited to invalidate a true vote or authenticate a false vote as true during the verification process.

The BS is positioned at the top-left edge of the network and contains information about the sensor
node IDs, their locations, and keys. An adversary can only launch FVIA and FRIA attacks using
compromised nodes. Due to the cluster based organization of sensor nodes, compromised nodes
belonging to different clusters cannot conspire.

Initially, all nodes are fully charged and we assume that no attacks occur in the network
organization and initialization phase. CHs are elected, and each CH discovers more than one paths to
the BS. The transmission range of the CHs is greater than that of the ordinary nodes. We use Ye et al.’s
model of energy consumption [5] in which it consumes 16.25/12.5 µJ per byte to transmit/receive, and
15 µJ to generate a vote. Each report is 36 bytes and each MAC is 4 bytes in size. It takes a verification
node 75 µJ of energy to verify a report [48,57].

Table 2. Simulation configuration.

Parameters Value

Number of nodes 4000
Network size 1000 × 1000 m2

Base station location 0 × 0 m
Number of clusters 400

Nodes in a cluster (cluster size) 10
Votes required to endorse a report (s) 5

False votes threshold to drop a report (Tf) 3
Votes required to accept a report as true report (Tt) 4

Size of report 36 bytes
Size of MAC 4 bytes

Energy consumed to:
Generate a MAC 15 µJ

Verify a report 75 µJ
Transmit/receive a byte 16.25/12.5 µJ

As illustrated in Figure 3, our suggested method’s capability to detect false votes early during
the process of verification is better than that of the PVFS. The value of h (the number of hops from
the e-CH) significantly affects the false vote detection probability of the path. Choosing h ≥ L still
produces better performance. If h is increased such that h ≥ di for every i = 1, 2, . . . , c (di = hop
count distance of ith path), then the performance of the proposed scheme gets slightly closer to and
compares well with that of FASIN in the early detection of false votes. However, the closer the value of
h is to L, the better the performance is in terms of detecting false votes earlier.
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Figure 4 provides a comparative investigation of the performance of the PVFS, FASIN, and
fuzzy-based path selection with and without FASIN in terms of the percentage of packet drops at each
hop. It is obvious from the figure that the performance of the scheme in Figure 4d is far better than
the performance of the schemes in Figure 4a,b. There are some similarities in the false-packet filtering
behavior depicted in Figure 4c,d. However, close observation reveals that the scheme in Figure 4d
achieves superior performance compared to that in Figure 4c by filtering more false reports as early as
possible. This improvement in early filtering performance is due to the fact that:

• The data forwarding path is being selected dynamically, and
• The intermediate verification nodes’ average distance from the e-CH improves over time based

on security threat and energy status.
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Figure 5 shows that, as long as the value of Tf is same for all three schemes, i.e., PVFS, FASIN,
and our proposed method, the early filtering of fabricated reports is better in our proposed scheme as
the distance between the e-CH and the BS increases. It is extremely desirable to relieve the nodes closer
to the BS of the task of verification because they contain more verification keys and must perform
verification more often. All those reports for which Tt reaches its threshold value are marked safe
and are not verified any further, which eases the task of the verification nodes located farther from
the e-CH.
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Figure 6 shows the average energy consumed in forwarding a false report before it is filtered by
an intermediate verification node. Initially, when there is no false data insertion in the network and the
sensor nodes are fully charged, the proposed scheme chooses the shortest path for data delivery like in
PVFS and FASIN. However, the false data rate increases, and the energy of the intermediate nodes
decreases with the passage of time. In the proposed scheme, the e-CH makes fuzzy inferencing about
the path selection and chooses the best path given the current insertion rate of false data and the status
of the energy of the intermediate paths. Whereas, FASIN and FVPS switch to the next shortest path for
data delivery only after a node failure occurs on the first shortest path. Whenever FASIN switches to
the available next shortest path, the verification nodes on that path are sparsely located due to initial
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probabilistic selection of the verification nodes. Therefore, false reports travel more hops than in the
proposed method and consume more energy until FASIN improves the proximity of the verification
node to the e-CH. In PVFS, verification nodes are probabilistically chosen only once and they remain
fixed. The bend in the curve for PVFS in Figure 6 is due to the fact that verification nodes that are near
the source cluster have a higher probability of being chosen as verification nodes on a longer path than
on the shortest path as provided by Equation (2).
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Intermediate nodes may ultimately die earlier than other nodes because they are constantly
involved in data forwarding as extra energy is expended during data receiving, verifying and
forwarding. Consequently, loss of information inevitably occurs due to the fact that information
generated by event reporting clusters cannot reach the BS because one or more of the intermediate
nodes on the data routing paths have been depleted and have gone dead.

Figure 7a,b show information delivery and loss analysis of PVFS, FASIN, and the proposed
method. The proposed method outperforms PVFS as well as FASIN with the improved information
delivery and reduced information loss. It is very obvious from Figure 7a,b that our proposed method
helps to prevent energy depletion in the intermediate nodes, hence the network operational time
is increased.
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5. Related Work

Techniques in computational intelligence (like heuristic methods) may be used to normalize
the multifaceted, nonlinear dynamic behavior of a WSN. Such a heuristic method implements a
“rule-of-thumb” function for a proposed scheme, and, consequently, it lacks structure and simplicity.
Our proposed scheme is based on fuzzy set theory. Unlike most artificial intelligence techniques, fuzzy set
theory calculates decisions in time commensurate with the needs of the WSN. This method is chiefly applied
to control WSN behaviors that are difficult to model. Many of the queries regarding this method arise chiefly
from its non-numerical nature, i.e., the stability of the whole scheme, completeness of the rules, etc. But,
mathematical and analytical approaches have their own restrictions, whereas this study shows that heuristic
programs may practically and effortlessly be used in WSNs to achieve desirable behavior in the WSN.

Recently, computational intelligence techniques have been used to resolve issues relating to
security, data aggregation and filtering, network deployment, location awareness optimization, and
data routing in WSNs. Use of fuzzy logic is appropriate for achieving near optimization in data routing
in cluster-based WSNs. Fuzzy logic is the ultimate choice for the optimization of filtering node and
data-forwarding route selection due to the simplicity of the fuzzy membership functions [11,48].

PVFS is a probabilistic data filtering scheme that has the objective of countering FRIA and FVIA
attacks and achieving energy savings. PVFS lacks the ability to protect against compromised filtering
nodes and does not utilize acknowledgements of the dropped reports [7]. In LEACH, cluster heads
are chosen probabilistically; however, LEACH does not give importance to the distribution density of
the sensor nodes and their energy status during their selection [58]. In the dynamic en-route filtering
scheme (DEF) [12], filtering nodes are selected randomly within a predetermined hop count distance
from the event detecting node before the routing paths are setup. Therefore, in DEF, the filtering power
is mainly defined by the selection of the routing paths. It is very likely that some of the paths will
not filter a single false report during data forwarding. Moreover, DEF does not counter the FVIA
attack. FPMS in [31] was recommended to improve the detection of false data for the routing paths
in the DEF based network. However, the performance is still determined by the number of filtering
nodes on a path along with other elements, like the distance and energy of the nodes on the path.
Since the number of filtering nodes on every path is not equal, it is very likely that favored paths may
emerge and a path consisting of more filtering nodes is used excessively. Another anomaly is that a
shorter path with a higher energy level may still not be able to filter out false reports since it has fewer
filtering nodes. In SEF [5], verification nodes on the routing path authenticate the MACs of the report
with a probability. However, SEF performs well when no more than a few nodes are compromised
and the limited filtering capability of SEF is mainly decided by the detection probability of each
node. The detection power of SEF is significantly influenced by the choice of the upstream routes.
Several efforts have been made in an attempt to enhance the filtering and energy efficiency of SEF.
Sun et al. [59] suggested a path selection method that aims at refining the detection capability of SEF
by considering the number of filtering keys on the upstream paths and their distances. However, in the
presence of heavy traffic, favorite paths for data routing may emerge with heavy traffic on them, and
the selection of paths leads to uneven energy consumption. The path renewal method in [60] proposes
that an intermediate node on a routing path can renew its upstream path by considering its energy
status and the degree of communication traffic it receives. However, such a path renewal proposition
is based on the hypothesis that any super-node having a greater number of sub-nodes consumes more
energy than measuring the actual amount of data it receives and forwards. Moreover, the message
overhead involved in the flooding of energy messages, eviction messages, and fare messages is greater.

Multi path routing was proposed to defend against selective forwarding attacks. But multipath
routing entails increased communication overhead by the increased number of data forwarding paths.
Lee et al. presented a fuzzy-based reliable date delivery method in which the number of paths is
controlled by the fuzzy consideration of the network energy level and the number of malicious nodes.
However, this method supposes that the number of malicious nodes are known beforehand, to select
the number of paths for data delivery, and it relies on the message flooding technique to inform the
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source nodes of the new paths formed after periodic inspection by the base station [61]. In CCEF [15],
information between the BS and the HS is sent bidirectionally on the same path, rendering the CCEF
scheme impractical for dynamic topologies. A false report can always make it to the BS because only
session keys experience en-route verification in the presence of the malicious nodes. Furthermore,
CCEF uses a public key algorithm for the commutative ciphering, which is unsuitable for sensor
networks because of the limited energy resources and restricted computational capabilities of the
sensor nodes [17]. STEF proposed in [14] counters FRIA and path-based DoS attacks while leaving out
FVIA attacks, which causes dropping of true data en-route to the BS. In IHA [16], the BS can detect
and filter false reports till the number of compromised nodes is below a certain value. Hybrid energy
efficient distributed clustering (HEED) in [62] was proposed to periodically select CHs considering
their energies; however, this approach causes substantial overhead in the network resulting in a
decreased network lifetime and needless energy depletion [48]. In BCDCP [34], every CH has to
disseminate specific information, including information about the location and energy, to the BS
in every round, which requires a vast amount of energy due to the heavy communication in the
network. TICK proposed in [13] is a dynamic key and en-routing filtering scheme that does not require
transmission of the explicit keying messages needed to avoid old keys. Rather, it uses the node’s
local time values as a one-time dynamic encryption key. However, the scheme relies heavily on the
intermediate nodes’ capability to accurately compute the keys to verify the report, and the size of the
tick window used depends on the data dissemination rate. The larger the size of the tick window, the
more time it will take to compute the correct key. A distant forwarding node may classify a healthy
incoming report as false. SOBAS [63] proposed an improvement in TICK by introducing a selective
re-encryption mode. SOBAS requires intermediate nodes to accurately calculate the key used by the
node that generated the report. However, to correctly compute the key, SOBAS assumes that the
distance between the two nodes is small enough to find the correct key in the time window. SPINS [64]
requires a time synchronization practice, packet storage time, and delay in key disclosure at each node,
which result in data transmission delays [48].

Several energy aware centralized routing protocols have been proposed wherein the BS keeps
track of the energy dissipation rate in sensor nodes and periodically selects cluster heads and routing
paths [33,34,65,66]. In all these schemes, the BS updates the energy status of the nodes in the network
based on the amount of data generated and received. Requiring the sensor nodes in the network to
share their actual energy status in a multi-hop communication model accelerates the hotspot problem
near the BS. The energy invested in computations is negligible compared to that invested during
transmission and reception of data.

In some proposed schemes, intermediate data forwarding nodes can aggregate the inward packets
from different clusters together with its own packet. The correlation degree of data coming from different
clusters is very low and makes data aggregation at intermediate relay nodes an impractical option [25].

Authors in [67] investigated the problem of constructing virtual backbones to increase the network
life and proposed a distributed algorithm to find a backbone in the dual-radio network whenever a new
backbone is needed. Similarly, a virtual backbone construction heuristic for maximizing the network
lifetime in dual-radio based WSNs was proposed in [68]. In both the previously mentioned studies,
sensor nodes are supposed to be equipped with two radio interfaces: short range and long range radios.
We investigate the energy efficiency problem in WSNs from an entirely different perspective wherein
the security against the previously mentioned attacks, the filtering strength of the available intermediate
routes (for example: the number of verification keys on the path and the average distance of verification
nodes from the data generating cluster) are considered while developing a heuristic based solution for
path selection that provides the maximum security against the FVIA and FRIA attacks at the same time.
In contrast, the solutions proposed in [67,68] are scheduling strategies that consider the energy power
of the nodes while constructing a backbone. One of the important pieces of information required in
choosing the energy efficient path for data dissemination is the number of upstream nodes holding the
corresponding data authentication keys and their distances from the data generating cluster.
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Authors of [69] studied and investigated the scheduling of virtual data aggregation trees to try
to maximize the network life. An en-route filtering scheme requires that the data being verified by
the intermediate verification nodes be generated by the nodes whose corresponding authentication
keys are shared with the intermediate verification nodes. In en-route filtering schemes, only data
that is temporally and spatially correlated can be aggregated making authenticity verification at the
intermediate verification nodes easy and convenient [29]. Moreover, input information related to the
verification keys at the intermediate verification nodes is important in determining a suitable path for
information delivery, and those keys need to be distinct to avoid repeated authentications. A virtual
data aggregation tree may include more nodes possessing the same verification key, which makes
them verify the same report several times against a single authentication key.

6. Conclusions

In WSNs, sensor nodes suffer from limited energy and computational restrictions. Numerous data
routing and dynamic or static data filtering schemes have been proposed that try to conserve energy
in WSNs. Data routing protocols aimed at saving energy are always proposed without considering
security measures. Moreover, data filtering schemes are proposed without regard to energy efficient
data routing, wherein most of the underlying routing protocols are a low-cost-first routing protocol.

In multi-hop communication, nodes near the BS are burdened with relaying heavy data to the
BS, which creates a hotspot problem. Rapid depletion of energy at nodes around the BS eventually
disconnect the rest of the network from the BS. Injection of false votes by adversaries have objective
of depleting the energy of the intermediate nodes that relay the data generated by the source cluster.
Similarly, legitimate data endorsed by compromised nodes with bogus MACs get dropped en-route
during the en-route filtering that blocks true information from reaching the BS. Constant use of a
minimum cost path results in depletion of energy at nodes on the same path and causes network
partitioning. To tackle the unbalanced energy consumption problem in WSN from a data routing and
filtering scheme perspective, we proposed a fuzzy rule-based data route and intermediate filtering
node selection scheme. Our scheme allows cluster member nodes to generate authentication keys
afresh and share these with the intermediate verification nodes. The proposed method demonstrates
effective and actual efficiency in the WSNs, and extends the network lifetime while improving filtering
capacity due to dynamic authentication key sharing. The data forwarding is carried out along the
suitable path chosen in response to input factors such as energy status, the number of verification
keys within a certain number of hops on the path, and the distance between the cluster and the base
station. Dynamic intermediate verification node selection helps to improve the fitness of the route
by improving the proximity of verification nodes to the event cluster. Compromised intermediate
verification nodes no longer possess network-life-long authentication keys for report verification,
which results in improved detection and filtering of false reports.
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